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ü Students will be able to identify climate-related vocabulary. 
ü Students will be able to write their own description of climate. 
ü Students will be able to use climate-related vocabulary and proper tenses 
in oral conversation. 
ü Students will be able to develop proper grammar. 
• Writing  
• Listening  
• Speaking  
• Grammar   
• Vocabulary  
• CEFR- A2 




        CLIMATE    
                 A Minnesota Experience 
 
Day 1 – Minnesota Climate Introduction 
 






1. Minnesota Climate Introduction (5min) 
2. Teacher’s Experience in Minnesota Climate (30min) 
 Day 2 – Minnesota in the … 
 





1. Minnesota in the... – Class Activity (20min) 
2. Role-Play Pairs (15min) 
  
Day 3 – Our Climate (Day 1/2) 
 






1. Create a Weather Forecast in Groups of 4 
2. Writing your Weather Forecast Script as a Group 
Day 4 – Our Climate (Day 2/2) 
 






1. Presenting your Groups’ Weather Forecast 






































Ø Students will listen to teachers’ introduction and identify Climate-Related vocabulary by 
completing a Cloze worksheet. 
Instructions: 
1. Listen to your teachers’ summary of Minnesota climate  
 
2. Follow along and complete the Day1- Activity 1-Cloze Worksheet about Minnesota Climate    
(Look at your copy of the DAY 1 - St Cloud State University’s Summary of Minnesota 
Weather if needed)  
 












Ø Students will read a short to summary of the teachers’ experience with Minnesota Climate, 
answer questions and write a short summary. 
Instructions: 
1. Get into Groups of 4 
 
2. Each group member will read aloud one part of the Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience  
(There are four parts: Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall) 
 






Ø Students will listen the teachers’ weather forecast,  students will use vocabulary and proper 
grammar tenses. 
Instructions: 
1. Listen to the forecast about  a week in FALL (use the Minnesota Forecast if needed) 
2. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 




3. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 










Ø Students will listen the teachers’ weather forecast,  students will use vocabulary and proper 
grammar tenses. 
Instructions: 
1. Listen to the forecast about  a week in WINTER (use the Minnesota Forecast if needed) 
2. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 




3. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 









Ø Students will listen the teachers’ weather forecast,  students will use vocabulary and proper 
grammar tenses. 
Instructions: 
1. Listen to the forecast about  a week in SPRING (use the Minnesota Forecast if needed) 
2. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 




3. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 










Ø Students will listen the teachers’ weather forecast,  students will use vocabulary and proper 
grammar tenses. 
Instructions: 
1. Listen to the forecast about  a week in SUMMER (use the Minnesota Forecast if needed) 
2. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 




3. As a class, give 3 examples about the forecast you just heard, using climate-related vocabulary and the 











Ø Students will work in pairs, write their own descriptions about the climate, and perform role-
plays. 
Instructions: 
1. Pair up with a partner 
2. Assign yourself one of the role-plays: Fall-Winter Role-Play and Winter-Spring Role-Play 
  (use the Climate-Vocabulary sheet if needed) 
3. Spend no more than 10 minutes to complete the description of your assigned role-play 










Ø Students will work in Groups of 4, design their own forecast based on their assigned season, 
and collaborate with group members to create a climate summary. 
Instructions: 
1. Get into Groups of 4 and spend 5 minutes to identify a location to write your group climate 
summary about 
2. Assign a season to your group members and spend the next 20 minutes: 
a. Designing a 7-Day Weather Forecast for your assigned season 
b. After designing your 7-Day Weather Forecast, write descriptions  
 
You will need the following worksheets for this Group Activity: 
• Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary 











Ø Students will describe their forecast and written work with their group, revise and edit as 
needed, and create a first draft climate summary as group. 
Instructions: 
1. Share your seasons’ descriptions with your group members 
2. Give feedback to your group members and revise as needed 
3. As a group, create your draft of the Climate Summary for your Location 
 
You will need the following worksheets for this Group Activity: 
• Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary 









Ø Students will return to their groups of 4, revise and edit their forecast descriptions and write 
their final version. 
Instructions: 
1. Return to your groups of 4 and make edits or revisions to your Day 3-Our Climate Draft 
 
2. Write your group’s final version on the Day 4-Our Climate Final Draft worksheet 
 







Ø Students will present their groups’ Climate Summary to the class, answer questions and 
paraphrase with they’ve observed. 
Instructions: 
1. As a group, present your Climate Summary (using the Day 4 – Our Climate Final Draft) 
 
2. Complete the Day 4 – Presentations Summary as you are listening to presentations 
 
3. After presentations are completed, discuss with your group and pick a Climate Location you’d 






• Teacher will read pages 1-3 
 
• Page 4 – Day 1- Minnesota Climate Introduction  
o Teacher will read page to students as an introduction, to work on listening and 
presenting some basic vocabulary (ie: hot, humid, warm, cloudy, freezing, cool, etc) 
 
• Page 5 - Day 1- Minnesota Climate Introduction – Activity 1 (10 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Day1- Activity 1-Cloze Worksheet and DAY 1 - St 
Cloud State University’s Summary of Minnesota Weather 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.5 for instructions 
o Instruct students to follow along during the reading and complete the Day1- Activity 
1-Cloze Worksheet about Minnesota Climate.  (Suggest they use their copy of the 
DAY 1 - St Cloud State University’s Summary of Minnesota Weather if needed) 
o Teacher will summarize the St Cloud State University’s Summary of Minnesota 
Weather by reading below script: 
“Minnesota climate is varied; you can experience all fours seasons in Minnesota. 
Winter in Minnesota is usually cold with below temperatures. Snow, freezing 
rain, ice, sleet occurs often during winter months in Minnesota, with most 
snowfalls between November to March. Blizzards also occur in Minnesota. The 
weather can be between negative-3 to negative-13 degree-Celsius.  
Spring comes around late-March to early-April, usually when the snow and ice 
begin to melt.  The weather starts to warm up by late-Spring, which is usually 
late-April through May. There are higher chances of thunderstorms and rain. The 
weather can be between 6 to 10 degree-Celsius, warm, cool, and cloudy. 
Summer in Minnesota occurs around June and runs through August. The weather 
can vary between hot and humid conditions. Northern Minnesota is less humid 
compared to southern Minnesota. The average temperature in Minnesota during 
the summer is usually in the upper-20’s to mid-30 degree-Celsius.  
 
 
Autumn, also called Fall, is similar to Spring, as Minnesota climate starts to 
transition back to winter between September to November. Autumn, also called 
Fall, is windy, cool, warm. The temperature can be between 7-14 degree-Celsius.” 
o Go Over the answers 
 
• Page 6 - Day 1- Teachers’ Experience in Minnesota Climate – Activity 2 (40 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience 
and Day 1 -Activity 2 Worksheet 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.6 for instructions 
o Have students get into Groups of 4 
o Instruct each student within their groups to read aloud a part of the Ms. Thao’s 
Minnesota Climate Experience article 
o Instruct groups to complete the Day 1 -Activity 2 Worksheet 
 
• Page 7-10 – Day 2 - Minnesota in the…Fall (7), Winter (8), Spring (9), Summer (10)  
                                 – Activity 1 (20 minute = 5 min / season) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Minnesota Forecast and Climate-Vocabulary 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.7 for instructions 
§ Teacher will read Fall forecast aloud first, from the Day 2 - Minnesota 
Forecast Reading 
§ Class will listen and look at the Fall forecast as reference 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and present tense 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and future tense 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.8 for instructions 
§ Teacher will read Winter forecast aloud next, from the Day 2 - Minnesota 
Forecast Reading 
§ Class will listen and look at the Winter forecast as reference 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and present tense 
 
 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and future tense 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.9 for instructions 
§ Teacher will read Spring forecast aloud next, from the Day 2 - Minnesota 
Forecast Reading 
§ Class will listen and look at the Spring forecast as reference 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and present tense 
§ Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using 
climate-related vocab and future tense 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.10 for instructions 
§ Teacher will read Summer forecast aloud next, from the Day 2 - 
Minnesota Forecast Reading 
§ Class will listen and look at the Summer forecast as reference 
§ Ask students to give 3 examples of what they just observed using climate-
related vocab and present tense 
§ Ask students to give 3 examples of what they just observed using climate-
related vocab and future tense 
 
• Page 11 - Day 2 – Minnesota in the… - Activity 2 (20 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Fall-Winter Role-Play, Winter-Spring Role-
Play, and Climate-Vocabulary 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.11 for instructions 
o Instruct students to get into pairs 
o Inform students that in their pairs, Student A will be assigned Fall-Winter Role-
Play, Student B will be assigned Winter-Spring Role-Play, vice versa 
o Inform the students they have 10 minutes to complete the description in their 
assigned role-play 
o The next 10 minutes, the pairs will perform the role-plays, but they must take 
turns describing the climate change (example, if Student A describes the climate 
 
 
for the Fall-Winter Role-Play, then Student B needs to describe the climate for 
Winter-Spring Role-Play) 
 
• Page 12 - Day 3 – Our Climate - Activity 1 - (20 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather 
Summary, Day 3-Our Climate Draft, Climate-Vocabulary 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.12 for instructions 
o Instruct students to get into Groups of 4 and…: 
§ For the first 5 minutes, have groups identify a LOCATION (any country, 
city, region, etc.) anywhere in the world that they can make a CLIMATE 
SUMMARY about. Inform the students the location IS NOT limited to 
only Minnesota 
§ Explain that the climate summary will consist of all four seasons, and will 
describe the climate of the location they identified as a group 
§ Explain that groups will present this Activity to the class on Day 4  
§ Have students skim through the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather 
Summary and inform them their climate summary will be similar to this  
§ Inform students to refer to the Day 3-Our Climate Draft worksheet for 
specific instructions 
----**This tasks should last about 5 minutes**---- 
o After 5 minutes, groups should have a LOCATION identified…: 
§ Tell groups to assign one season (fall, winter, spring, summer) to each 
member (4 person groups = 1 person/season) 
§ Once each group member is assigned to a season, students will spend the 
next 20 minutes designing their assigned season using the weather 
generator ksgwxfan - 5 or 7-Day Forecast Generator, see URL: 
https://ksgwxfan.github.io/5day/forecast.html 
§ Explain to students to create their assigned seasons’ weather forecast, first 
• After created, print out enough 7-Day Forecasts for each student 
§ Then, they will write a description for the forecast they just created in 
pages 2-3 of Day 3-Our Climate Draft   
 
 
§ Have students refer to the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather 
Summary as a guideline for descriptions  
§ Inform students to refer to the Day 3-Our Climate Draft (p. 1-3) for 
specific instructions 
----**This tasks should last about 20 minutes**---- 
 
• Page 13 - Day 3 – Our Climate - Activity 2 - Group  (20 minute) 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.13 for instructions 
o After 20 minutes of designing and writing a description, have students share their 
descriptions to their group members…: 
§ Students will describe their seasons to their group members 
§ Have group members provide feedback to each others’ forecasts and 
descriptions, revise as needed 
§ They will work together to create a whole climate summary for their 
location (similar to the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary) 
§ Inform students that this collaboration should take 20 minutes 
§ Inform students to refer to the Day 3-Our Climate Draft (p. 4-6) for 
specific instructions 
----**This tasks should last about 20 minutes**---- 
 
• Page 14 - Day 4 – Our Climate -  Activity 1 – Revise your work (15 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Day 4-Our Climate Final Draft and their 
previous completed copy of Day 3-Our Climate Draft 
o Teacher will have students refer to p.14 for instructions 
o Instruct students to get back into their Groups of 4 and…: 
§ Have students spend no more than 15 minutes editing and revising their 
Day 3-Our Climate Draft 
§ Have students make final revisions and edits on the Day 4-Our Climate 
Final Draft 
§ Have groups print out or make enough copies of their weather forecasts to 
hand out to each group in the class. The complete set of weather forecasts 
 
 
should have all four seasons, enough for each group in the class (if there 
are 4 groups, each group will have 3 different forecasts + their own / if there are 
5 groups, they will have 4 forecasts + their own) 
§ Inform students to refer to the Day 4-Our Climate Final Draft (p. 1) for 
specific instructions 
----**This tasks should last about 15 minutes**---- 
 
• Page 15 - Day 4 - Our Climate - Activity 2 – Presentations (30 minute) 
o Ensure students have a copy of the Day 4-Presentations Summary  
o Ensure students have copies of the other groups’ weather forecasts  
o Teacher will have students refer to p.15 for instructions 
o Tell students that groups will present their Climate Summaries to their class. They 
can use the Day 4-Our Climate Final Draft to present 
§ Require that each student in the group presents once - basically, each 
group member should present the season they designed to their class 
§ Have groups volunteer to present first - if no volunteers, pick a group 
§ Inform class that as each group presents, they are to complete the Day 4-
Presentations Summary as they are listening and referring to the 
appropate forecast for that group 
§ After each presentation, class will be given an extra 2-3 minutes to make 
final notes on the Day 4-Presentations Summary  
§ Repeat until all groups have presented 
o Once groups have finished presenting and all final notes are added to the Day 4-
Presentations Summary, ask them “Based on these presentations, which Climate 
location would your group want to visit? And why?” 
§ Have students discuss with their original group members to identify with 
location (based off the presentations) they would like to visit and why  
§ Ask each group to give a short answer (groups can use their Day 4-
Presentations Summary to explain why they picked that location) 
----**This tasks should last about 30 minutes**---- 
 
 


















Day1- Activity 1-Cloze Worksheet  
(*Print Out for Students*) 
Word Key: upper-  Celsius humid     climate  snow  negative
 conditions     freezing  temperature  below  Fall  cool cloudy 
 hot warm  rain    thunderstorms  mid- windy      seasons 
 
Minnesota climate is varied; you can experience all fours __________________ in 
Minnesota. Winter in Minnesota is usually cold with ____________________ temperatures. 
__________________, _________________ rain, ice, sleet occurs often during winter 
months in Minnesota, with most snowfalls between November to March. Blizzards also 
occur in Minnesota. The weather can be between ____________________-3 to negative-
13 degree-Celsius. Spring comes around late-March to early-April, usually when the snow 
and ice begin to melt.  The weather starts to ____________________ up by late-Spring, 
which is usually late-April through May. There are higher chances of 
_______________________ and ___________________. The weather can be between 6 
to 10 degree-Celsius, warm, ___________________, and ____________________. 
Summer in Minnesota occurs around June and runs through August. The weather can vary 
between ________________ and humid _____________________. Northern Minnesota is 
less __________________ compared to southern Minnesota. The average temperature in 
Minnesota during the summer is usually in the __________________20’s to 
_______________30 degree-Celsius. Autumn, also called Fall, is similar to Spring, as 
Minnesota _________________ starts to transition back to winter between September to 
November. Autumn, also called __________________, is _________________, cool, 








Minnesota climate is varied; you can experience all fours seasons in Minnesota. 
Winter in Minnesota is usually cold with below temperatures. Snow, freezing rain, ice, 
sleet occurs often during winter months in Minnesota, with most snowfalls between 
November to March. Blizzards also occur in Minnesota. The weather can be between 
negative-3 to negative-13 degree-Celsius. Spring comes around late-March to early-
April, usually when the snow and ice begin to melt.  The weather starts to warm up by 
late-Spring, which is usually late-April through May. There are higher chances of 
thunderstorms and rain. The weather can be between 6 to 10 degree-Celsius, warm, 
cool, and cloudy. Summer in Minnesota occurs around June and runs through August. 
The weather can vary between hot and humid conditions. Northern Minnesota is less 
humid compared to southern Minnesota. The average temperature in Minnesota during 
the summer is usually in the upper-20’s to mid-30 degree-Celsius. Autumn, also called 
Fall, is similar to Spring, as Minnesota climate starts to transition back to winter between 
September to November. Autumn, also called Fall, is windy, cool, warm. The 







Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience 
The first time I experienced all four seasons was at the age of seven when my family relocated to 
Minnesota. My family is originally from California, where the climate is generally warm all year-
round. In California, majority of the climate can be desert hot and dry during the summer seasons, 
while wetter and cooler in the winter. There isn’t much snow unless you travel to the north of 
California where the climate diversifies. Going north of California will take you to Mount Shasta, 
where the climate gives you all four seasons to experience. In Mount Shasta, California, you’ll 
average 59 inches of snow a year, and heat as high as 30 degrees-Celsius. However, Mount Shasta 
doesn’t compare to Minnesota in terms of snow or winter. In northeastern Minnesota, you’ll get 
up to an average of 70 inches of snow a year!  
WINTER- My first winter in Minnesota 
was exciting and scary at the same time. 
Winter was scary because the 
temperature could drop to negative-26 
degrees-Celsius. My family didn’t know 
how to handle the extreme cold weather 
and was always worried we’d freeze 
during the winters. Then, driving a car 
during the winter was terrifying because 
the streets were icy. In some cases, we 
would have black-ice, which is also called 
clear-ice. Black-ice is a thin coat of ice on 
the surface of a road, invisible to see 
(especially at night), and makes roads 
twice as slippery, increasing the chances 
for car crashes. Black-ice was not only dangerous for drivers, but for walkers as well. I remember 
getting off a school bus one day and falling immediately because of the black-ice. Despite the 
dangerous ice, I was still excited for snow. I enjoyed playing with snow, building snowmen and 
snow angels. I also enjoyed playing snowball fights with my siblings.  
In my early 20’s, I started to 
really enjoy winter season. 
I learned to snowboard, ice 
skate, and even tried ice 
fishing! Most people hate 
the cold weather, but I look 
forward to it now because 
of all the unique winter 
activities that can only be 
done during the winter.  
                 
*personal photo of Ice Sculptures in Minnesota during winter. 
 
 
     *personal photo of the snowboarding in Minnesota during winter. 
 
 
So, what would I recommend to anyone visiting Minnesota during the winter? Well, since the 
winter climate can last as long as late-November through mid-March, I would tell visitors to bring 
a thick, warm jacket to wear (this is the most important because Minnesota winter is freezing)! I 
would also recommend purchasing a cheap pair of winter boots that are waterproof, a warm winter 
hat, and gloves. If visiting during the cold winter climate, I would recommend outdoor activities 
like snowboarding, ice skating, skiing, sledding, and even ice fishing.  
SPRING - In Minnesota, Spring starts mid-March, when the snow begins to melt. Once snow 
melts in Minnesota, everything is wet. The weather continues to warm through May, when it 
reaches the upper-13 degree-Celsius, usually when Minnesotans start wearing shorts! In spring, 
you’ll notice the climate gets warmer, the days feel longer, the trees and grass start growing back, 
and the animals are out. Spring is exciting, especially for those that hate winters.   
Speaking of winter and spring, I 
took 2 photos of Downtown St. 
Paul, Minnesota and shared it 
with you. The top photo on the 
left is during winter, you 
couldn’t tell there was a river 
there, right? The one on the 
bottom is the same exact 
location (just a different angle). 
You can actually see the river in 
the bottom one! Just imagine 
how much the climate changes 
between these two seasons! 
As you can tell now, when the 
Minnesota climate begins to 
warm-up, there’s so much to 
look forward too. However, 
there are some things to be 
cautious of. For example, 
Spring in Minnesota can come 
with unpredictable flooding, 
tornadoes, twisters, heavy rain, 
and severe thunderstorms or 
flash floods. Flash floods are 
sudden floods caused by heavy 
rain. When I was 10 years old in 
Minnesota, we had a flash flood 
that lasted all day. I remember 
the sky was green, there were so 
many clouds, thunder, wind, 
 




and lightning. You couldn’t drive anywhere because the rain was so heavy that your cars’ 
windshield wipers couldn’t keep up with wiping away the rain. But, once the weather clears-up, 
you can expect to enjoy activities of hiking, biking, and fishing. You can play sports, but just be 
careful of the wet land. I would recommend that you wear at least a light jacket to stay warm 
because the weather can get chilly at night. Personally, I look forward to hiking and fishing. In the 
picture below, you can see downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota during early Spring. The river here 
is the Mississippi River and 
you can see particles of 
snow drifting.  
Spring is a good time to 
visit. But I’d avoid the days 
or weeks where there could 
be a storm of any kind. I’d 
recommend checking the 
weather forecast if 
possible. So, what would I 
recommend visitors pack 
during Spring? I’d 
recommend packing a light 
rain jacket, waterproof 
boots, long pants, shorts 
and sneakers to change into 
when the weather is nice.  
SUMMER- As the Minnesota climate warms, it can reach high 
temperatures of 32 degree-Celsius or more in the summer season. 
The hottest climate in Minnesota occurs between June to the end 
of August. In northern Minnesota, the heating climate will be less 
humid compared to the south. In summer of 2020, I spent a lot 
of time outdoors walking with my dogs. That summer was quite 
dry and hot, we did a lot of outdoor activities. However, it’s best 
to avoid going outside during the afternoon. The sun is at its’ 
highest between 11am to 1:30pm in Minnesota, that’s when it’s 
the hottest, you’ll tan the quickest, and feel the most heat. 
Because of this, I had to start running earlier in the morning or 
in the evenings to avoid getting burned by the sun. Sometimes, 
the Minnesota climate can go from humid to dry over a period of 
days. Sometimes, you’ll get days of no rain and you’ll notice the 
grass starts to die, turning green to yellow.  
When I was younger, about 16 years old, I attended the Hmong Independence Day Celebration on 
July 4th at a large park located in St. Paul, Minnesota. I remember that year I was playing girls flag 
 
     *personal photo of Downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota during early spring. 
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football and was outside all day. The grass we played on was so dry that when you ran on it and 
didn’t watch where you stepped, you could slip on the dry grass. Sometimes when I went to grab 
food from a vendor on a hill, 
climbing up the hill was so scary 
because you could slip due to the dry 
dead grass. There were times when 
kids used cardboards to slide down 
the dry grass hill! The Minnesota 
climate can get so hot during the 
summer that you can experience a 
heatwave. A heatwave is a long 
period of abnormally high 
temperatures. In Minnesota, it can 
reach the upper-37 degrees-Celsius 
or more! Overall, summer is one of 
the best seasons for visitors. For 
visitors, I’d suggest bringing a light 
jacket for cool evenings, sneakers, sandals, shorts, short-sleeved shirts, and possibly a hat or 
umbrella to hide your face from the sun. Some activities you can enjoy during summer in 
Minnesota are fishing, canoeing, kayaking, swimming, hiking, sports like soccer, and more! 
FALL- Minnesota has a colorful fall season, also called Autumn. During fall we have warm, but 
cooling weathers. The days become shorter and the leaves on the trees begin to change colors from 
green to red, yellow, orange, and 
brown. Look at the photo to the right, 
do you notice the color changes and 
falling leaves? This photo was taken 
back in September 2015, when I went 
hiking north of Minnesota with a 
friend. Fall temperatures can range 
between 7-14 degree-Celsius, warmer 
in September and chillier near 
November. I would say that Fall is 
similar to Spring, except the climate 
change is reversed. In the Fall, you 
can experience fog and frost. Fog is a 
thick cloud of tiny water droplets 
floating in the air, making it difficult 
to see. Frost are small white ice crystals that form on flat surfaces when the temperature is below 
freezing. If you drive in the fog and frost during fall season, be careful.  Lastly, to prepare for fall 
I would suggest visitors to wear a light rain jacket, waterproof boots, long pants, shorts and tennis 
shoes for nice days when it isn’t raining. There’s also so much to do in Minnesota during the fall 
season, such as hiking, fishing, visiting pumpkin farms and other seasonal farms. 
 
   *personal photo of overlook in Duluth, Minnesota during summer 
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Day 1 -Activity 2 Worksheet (p.1/2) 
Vocabulary (as a group) 
1. In your group, ONE group member will locate the Climate Kahoot game on either a mobile phone, 
computer, or tablet.  
• The URL is: 
https://create.kahoot.it/share/climate/9ffd38dd-48ec-4c0c-98f1-f626757aba88 
(If you cannot locate the game via this link, have the teacher locate it and send it to your email.) 
• Once it is located, play the game as a Teaching activity using the Classic 1:1 option.  
• A pin should appear, have your group members enter the code into the Kahoot app or website. 
 
Vocabulary and Writing (as a group) *use another sheet of paper to answer questions if needed 
1. Definitions (feel free to research on the internet or use the readings to give your best definition)  
Example: season –four parts of a year (spring, summer, autumn/fall, winter) that happen because of 
weather patterns, and position of the eart and sun  
 
1a. forecast ____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
1b. temperature ________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
1c. climate _____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. After reading the Winter part of Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience, what are some climate-




2a. What is “black-ice”? What is another name for “black-ice”?  
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2b. What are some activities you can do in the Winter, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2c. What type of clothes or things should you have for Winter, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. After reading the Spring part of Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience, what are some climate-
related vocabulary for this season? List them: 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3a. What is a “flash flood”? Have you experienced a “flash flood”? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 









4. After reading the Summer part of Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience, what are some climate-
related vocabulary for this season? List them: 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4a. What is a “heatwave”? Have you experienced a “heatwave”? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4b. What are some activities you can do in the Summer, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4c. What type of clothes or things should you have for Summer, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. After reading the Fall part of Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience, what are some climate-related 
vocabulary for this season? List them: 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5a. What is a “fog and frost”? Have you experienced a “fog and frost”? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5b. What are some activities you can do in the Fall, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5c. What type of clothes or things should you have for Fall, based on Ms. Thao? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Writing (alone, but in your group) *use another sheet of paper to answer questions if needed 
1. Based on Ms. Thao’s Minnesota Climate Experience, what season would you consider visiting 
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Minnesota Forecast  (p.1/2) 














Minnesota Forecast  (p.2/2) 














Cimate-Vocabulary (*Print Out for Students*) 
accumulate v dry adj lightning n summer n 
autumn/fall n flash flood n precipitation n sunnier adj 
black-ice n flooding n predict v sunniest adj 
chillier adj fog n prediction n sunny adj 
chilly adj forecast v rain n temperature n 
clear adj freeze v rain showers n thunderstorm n 
climate n freezing adj rainy adj tornado n 
clouds n frost n showers n twister n 
cloudy adj heat n slippery adj warm adj 
cold adj heatwave n snow n warmer adj 
coldest adj heavy rain n snowfall n warmest adj 
cool adj hot adj snowy adj weather n 
cooler adj hottest adj spring n wet adj 
cooling adj humid adj storm n windy adj 
degree-Celsius n icy adj stormy adj winter n 
 
 
Day 2 – Minnesota Forecast Reading (p.1/2) 
 (*For Teacher to Read*) 
Instructions for teacher: 
1. Read the following script for a week in Fall 
“For today, Sunday will have a high temperature of 12 degree-Celsius, with a low of 10. Monday will be the sunniest day, with a high 
of 11. As we move towards the middle of the week, Tuesday’s temperature climbs back to 12 degree-Celsius, with partly cloudy 
skies. Clouds continue through Wednesday and Thursday, so expect some chilly weather. Wednesday has a high of 11 and 
Thursday has a high of 10. As we move towards the weekend, Friday and Saturday has a high chance of rain percipitation. Friday’s 
forecast includes some lightning and rain showers, with a high of 10 degree-Celsius and winds up to 16 km/h. Saturday’s 
temperature drops to 9, with a 70% chance of rain and strong winds. It looks like it could be wet this weekend, so have a rain jacket 
or umbrella handy.” 
a. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and present tense  
*If students cannot give their own answers, write the following on the board to prompt: “Today is (present) cloudy (vocab).” 
b. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and future tense 
*If students cannot give their own answers, write the following on the board to prompt: “The weekend will (future) be rainy (vocab).” 
2. Read the following script for a week in Winter 
“It looks like today, Monday, we continue to have snow. Today’s high  temperature is negative-10 degree-Celsius with some winds. 
Snow continues to fall through Wednesday, so expect a lot of snow to accumulate on the ground. Tuesday has a high of negative-
10. It also looks like Tuesday will have our coldest temperature of negative-14 degree-Celsius, for the week. Wednesday has a high 
of negative-9, and is predicted to be the last day of snowfall for the week. It looks like Thursday has a 50% chance of snow 
percipitation, with a high temperature of negative-7. The sun starts sneaking in on Friday, giving us a sunnier weekend forecast. 
Friday has a high of negative-6 and Saturday has a high of negative-7. Sunday looks to be the warmest day of the week, with a high 
of negative-5. Keep in mind that when the sun melts the snow, anything wet will become frozen at night, so be careful of black-ice!” 
a. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and present tense 
b. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and future tense 
 
 
Day 2 – Minnesota Forecast Reading (p.2/2) 
(*For Teacher to Read*) 
Instructions for teacher: 
3. Read the following script for a week in Spring 
“It looks like most of the week is rain and storm, so I’d recommend keeping your rain jackets and rain boots available. Today, 
Tuesday continues to rain, with a high of 17 degrees-Celsius. Wednesday has a high of 18, with strong winds that continue through 
Friday. Thursday and Friday have 100% chance of rain showers and lightning. Try to avoid driving around during this weather, a 
mixture of rain showers and lightning is dangerous. Thursday has a high of 17 and Friday has a high of 19. However, it looks like 
we’ll have clearer skies in our forecast for the weekend. Saturday will be partly cloudy with a high of 19 and a 30% chance of 
percipitation. Sunday will have little to no clouds, with a high of 20. As we enter the new week, Monday looks to be clearer and 
sunnier, with a high of 19. As the climate gets hotter, it looks like the weekend is forecasted to be clearer and warmer. We should be 
able to put our rain boots and jackets away by the weekend, and jump into our outdoor clothes!” 
a. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and present tense 
b. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and future tense 
4. Read the following script for a week in Summer 
“This week’s forecast appears to be generally humid and hot. It also looks like we might experience a heatwave. Tuesday, today, will 
have a high of 31 degree-Celsius, and little to no clouds. Wednesday will be our hottest day of the week, with a high of 33, and no 
clouds. I’d suggest drinking plenty of water and staying hydrated on Wednesday, the heatwave could roll into Thursday, which has a 
high of 32 degree-Celsius. As we look at our predictions for the weekend, it continues to be sunny with our temperatures averaging 
in the lower 30’s. Friday and Saturday has highs of 31. It looks like Sunday, we’ll see our temperatures drop to 29 degree-Celsius. It 
also looks like partly cloudy skies start our new week off, as we head into Monday. Monday has a high of 29, with continued partly 
cloudy skies. This week, I’d suggest everyone to drink plenty of water, stay in the shade if possible, and remember to wear 
sunscreen. If possible carry an umbrella to shade yourself, the sun will be strong this week.” 
a. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and present tense 
b. Ask students to give 3 explanations of what they just observed using climate-related vocab and future tense 
 
 




You’ve lived in Minnesota for 2 years and have a good understanding of the Minnesota climate. A friend that has never 
visited Minnesota before is planning to visit next week. Right now, the Minnesota climate is cooling down and the 
Fall/Autumn season is becoming the Winter season. You and your friend will have a phone call, you will need to describe 
to your friend what the weather is like and recommend what to pack based on the weather. You should try to describe the 




Fall-Winter Role-Play (p.2/3) (*Print Out for Students*) 
Instructions 
1. Look at the forecast above (see p.1/3) 
2. Complete the descriptions below as best as you can by using climate-related vocabulary and proper tenses (use your Climate-
Vocabulary sheet if needed) 
     2.a-How does the climate appear to change from Sunday to Saturday? Is the climate getting hotter or colder? What’s the season? 
Example: The temperature is dropping, so the climate is getting colder. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 2.b-How does the weather look like on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday? 





2.c-What part of the week looks the most important to tell your friend? Beginning? Middle? Weekend? Why? What do you notice? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.d-What do you suggest your friend pack, to prepare for the weather (boots/sunglasses/shorts/umbrella/etc.)? Why? 




3. Use these descriptions to tell your friend about the upcoming weather and how to prepare for it.  
 
 
Fall-Winter Role-Play (p.3/3) (*Print Out for Students*) 
*cut/tear this paper down the middle, give your partner the “Friend” part* 
  “Friend”           “You”   
 
1-Hello ___________(name) how are you? I am visiting  
    Minnesota next week and wanted to about the weather.  
2-Hello_________(name), I am doing great! And of     
   course, I don’t mind. What do you want to know?  
3- What is the weather forecast for this upcoming week? Is  
    it getting hotter or colder? What’s the season like?     4-Use your description from 2.a to answer the question. 
 
5-Oh wow! So, so I need to be prepared. What does each 
   day of the week look like?        6-Use your description from 2.b to answer the question.  
  
7-Wow, thanks for telling me this. I need to be prepared. 
   is there anything important about next week’s weather? 
   Anything important that I should know?      8- Use your description from 2.c to answer the question. 
 
9-Thanks for telling me this. I feel much better about my 
   visit to Minnesota now. Now that I know what the  
   weather will be like, what do you recommend that I pack?    10-Use your description from 2.d to answer the question. 
 
11-Thanks so much __________(name). I am excited now.   
   I really appreciate your time describing the weather  
  condition for me. I can always research it online, but it’s 
  better to get real advice from people that live there, do 
  you know what I mean?       12-You’re welcome, _______(name). If I were to make a visit  
         to your state, I would call and ask you too. I hope this helps  
you prepare for your upcoming trip! It was nice talking to you! 
13-Thank you so much!         
 
 
Challenge conversation (if there is time)       Challenge conversation (if there is time) 
 
1-Wait! Before you go, what activities do you recommend 
that I try when I visit? Especially during this season? 2-Try to give a recommendation of activities that are appropriate for the 
season. 








You’ve lived in Minnesota for 2 years and have a good understanding of the Minnesota climate. A friend that has never 
visited Minnesota before is planning to visit next week. Right now, the Minnesota climate is warming up and the Winter  
season is becoming the Spring season. You and your friend will have a phone call, you will need to describe to your friend 
what the weather is like and recommend what to pack based on the weather. You should try to describe the weather and 
climate change as best as you can, so your friend knows how to prepare for the visit next week. 
 
 
Winter-Spring Role Play (p.2/3) (*Print Out for Students*) 
Instructions 
1. Look at the forecast above (see p.1/3) 
2. Complete the descriptions below as best as you can by using climate-related vocabulary and proper tenses (use your Climate-
Vocabulary sheet if needed) 
     2.a-How does the climate appear to change from Sunday to Saturday? Is the climate getting hotter or colder? What’s the season? 
Example: The temperature is rising, so the climate is getting warmer. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.b-How does the weather look like on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday? 





2.c-What part of the week looks the most important to tell your friend? Beginning? Middle? Weekend? Why? What do you notice? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.d-What do you suggest your friend pack, to prepare for the weather (boots/sunglasses/shorts/umbrella/etc.)? Why? 








Winter-Spring Role Play (p.3/3) (*Print Out for Students*) 
*cut/tear this paper down the middle, give your partner the “Friend” part* 
   “Friend”           “You”   
 
1-Hello ___________(name) how are you? I am visiting  
    Minnesota next week and wanted to about the weather.  
2-Hello_________(name), I am doing great! And of     
   course, I don’t mind. What do you want to know?  
3- What is the weather forecast for this upcoming week? Is  
    it getting hotter or colder? What’s the season like?     4-Use your description from 2.a to answer the question. 
 
5-Oh wow! So, so I need to be prepared. What does each 
   day of the week look like?        6-Use your description from 2.b to answer the question.  
  
7-Wow, thanks for telling me this. I need to be prepared. 
   is there anything important about next week’s weather? 
   Anything important that I should know?      8- Use your description from 2.c to answer the question. 
 
9-Thanks for telling me this. I feel much better about my 
   visit to Minnesota now. Now that I know what the  
   weather will be like, what do you recommend that I pack?    10-Use your description from 2.d to answer the question. 
 
11-Thanks so much __________(name). I am excited now.   
   I really appreciate your time describing the weather  
  condition for me. I can always research it online, but it’s 
  better to get real advice from people that live there, do 
  you know what I mean?       12-You’re welcome, _______(name). If I were to make a visit  
         to your state, I would call and ask you too. I hope this helps  
you prepare for your upcoming trip! It was nice talking to you! 
13-Thank you so much!         
 
 
Challenge conversation (if there is time)       Challenge conversation (if there is time) 
 
1-Wait! Before you go, what activities do you recommend 
that I try when I visit? Especially during this season? 2-Try to give a recommendation of activities that are appropriate for the 
season. 
3- Oh, great! Thanks for sharing this! I will definitely try!     4- No problem, I hope you enjoy your visit! 
 
 
Day 3- Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary (*Print Out for Students*) 
Spring 
As winter nears its end, the sun rises higher in the sky and temperatures begin to slightly rise.  Early spring can 
still be cold and snowy but it starts to really warm up towards the end of May.  Rain and thunderstorms are very 
common during this time of year so don't forget to bring an umbrella.  Our suggestion is to check the weather 
often so you bring the appropriate amount of clothes (since the temperature fluctuates). 
What to pack: Sweater, umbrella, jacket, hoodie, baseball hat, sunglasses, and jeans. 
 
Summer 
Minneapolis has been on National Geographic Traveler's list of the world’s 10 best summer destinations.  The 
summers here are great!  Even though it can be hot and humid with the occasional heat wave, the temperature is 
fairly consistent throughout the season (averaging around 70°- 80°).  As for thunderstorms, they quickly come 
and go but aren't as frequent as spring. 
What to pack: T-Shirt, shorts, flip flops, umbrella, sunblock, bathing suit, sunglasses, and bug spray. 
 
Fall 
It seems like Minnesotan’s favorite season is fall.  It’s not too hot, humid or cold- it’s just right.  Plus, there is a ld 
and crimson then this is the time to visit.  It’s absolutely beautiful around here during this time. 
What to pack: Hoodie, jeans, sports jersey, jacket/coat, flannel button down and slippers. 
 
Winter 
Minnesota is known for its harsh winters.  The truth is, they aren't as bad as myth would have it - Minnesotans 
embrace winter with plenty of outdoor activities and even a carnival.  Temperatures start to fall in November and 
starts to warm back up again in March.  If you’re going to be outside for a long period of time, we suggest you 
bundle up (it tends to get really cold). 










Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 1/6)  
Activity-1 (5 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
1. Instructions (as a group) 
  1a – The first task is to identify any LOCATION to create a CLIMATE SUMMARY on 
*it does not have to be Minnesota, it can be anywhere in the world 
 
à Write your groups’ climate location here: _________________________________________ 
 
  1b – Then brainstorm a Climate Summary that includes Fall/Autumn, Spring, Winter, Summer 
*your descriptions should be appropiate for the seasons, but doesn’t have to reflect 
the real climate conditions for the location identified 
*please look at the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary, your Climate 
Summary will be similar to this (try to use similar language, describe the seasons and 
weather conditions, make suggestions on what to pack, etc) 
--*Example: 
If a group chooses Antarctica, they will describe the fall, winter, summer, spring seasons for 
Antarctica’s Climate. The group can be creative and pretend that Antarctica has 4 seasons instead of 
2 (in reality, Antarctica has 2 seasons only). Antarctica’s 4 seasons can be cold and wet for spring, 
full of ice and snow for winter, cold and wet for fall, and hot and dry for summer 
  -or- 
If a group chooses to do Jamaica, they can describe all fall, winter, summer, spring seasons like how 
it is in reality (4 seasons; autumn and spring are rainy, winter and summer are dry).  
  
2. Instructions (individually, remain in your groups) 
  2a – Each group member will be assigned one season 
 
à Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
à Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
à Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
à Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
 
  2b – Each group member will design their assigned seasons’ 7-Day Forecast (Sunday-Saturday) 
       *URL to design is: https://ksgwxfan.github.io/5day/forecast.html 
 
  2c – After group members design their assigned 7-Day Forecast, they will print it out 
 
  2d – After the forecasts are printed, saved, etc., students will write their descriptions in pages        
             2-3 of this worksheet; 
       *descriptions should match what was designed in the 7-Day Forecast 
       *Example: if the forecast is sunny at the beginning of the week, it should describe the  
          beginning of the week as sunny. If the forecast is snowy at the end of the week, it  
          should describe the weekend is snowy. 
 
 
Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 2/6)  
Activity-1 (20 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
 
Your Group’s Location: ____________________________    
 
Your Name: ____________________________   Assigned Season: _______________________ 
 
Instructions: 
1. Go to URL: https://ksgwxfan.github.io/5day/forecast.html 
2. Design your 7-Day Forecast (Sunday-Saturday) that reflects the season you are assigned 
3. Print out your 7-Day Forecast, screenshot it, take a picture, etc. and attach it to this worksheet (you 
will present the 7-Day Forecast with your descriptions on Day 4) 
4. Write your descriptions about the forecast you just created below (use your Day3-Minneapolis 
Northwest Weather Summary and Climate-Vocabulary to help you) 
 
What does Sunday to Saturday look like?  































Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 3/6)  
Activity-1 (20 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
 
How would you describe the beginning of the week? The middle of the week? The end of the week? 
Example: The beginning of the week starts off with a lot of rain. As we approach the middle of 
the week, it begins to clear up.  
 















What is the most noticeable in your forecast, why? 




How would you describe your forecast?  




Based on your forecast, what do you recommend people wear? 




Based on your forecast, what activities can they do? What should they avoid doing?  






Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 4/6)  
Activity-2 (20 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
Instructions (as a group) 
1. Share your seasons’ descriptions to your group members 
2. Give each other feedback about the forecast and descriptions, revise as needed 
3. Work together to construct an overall climate summary for the location your group identified 
        *To start your introduction, pick a season to start with first and see if the climate gets hotter or colder  
*Use the Day3-Minneapolis Northwest Weather Summary as a guide for the summary 
*Use a separate sheet of paper or another copy of this worksheet for more writing space 
 
Your Group’s Climate Summary: 
Introduction 
Example: Our Climate summary will be about Antarctica. Antarctica has 4 seasons: summer, fall, winter, 
spring. From summer to spring, the climate in Antarctica cools down. Let’s take a look at a 7-Day Forecast 









Example: In this summer week in Antarctica, we can see there is a high temperature of 30 degree-Celsius 
and a low of 25. It looks like this week will be chilly. Monday has a lot of sun. Tuesday and Wednesday are 









What to pack:  





What can you do this week? What should you avoid doing? 







Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 5/6)  
Activity-2 (20 minutes) 















































Day 3- Our Climate Draft (p. 6/6)  
Activity-2 (20 minutes) 
























Day 4- Our Climate Final Draft (p. 1/4)  
Activity-1 (15 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
 
3. Instructions (as a group) 
 
  1a – Spend no more than 15 minutes with your group to make edits or revisions to your      
           climate summary 
 
  1b – Print out enough copies of your weather forecast so that each group in your class has a  
            copy to share 
 









ü For your final draft introduction, your group should have picked one season to start with 
and the seasons following should follow hotàcold or coldàhot 
ü The introduction should talk about how many seasons there are, whether it goes from 
hotàcold or coldàhot, what order your seasons are, explain give the lowest 
temperature possible and highest temperature possible, if your seasons will have a 7-
Day Forecast etc…. 
ü The descriptions of each season should match the 7-Day Weather Forecast that was 
created by your group members.  
ü For each season, you should have covered rain, snow, sunny, cloudy, hotter to colder, 
colder to hotter, beginning of the weak, middle of the week, end of the week, some high 
and low temperatures, etc. Try to be descriptive and creative with your word choice. Use 














Day 4- Our Climate Final Draft (p. 2/4)  
Activity-1 (15 minutes) 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
  
   Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
   Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________         
   Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
   Group member name: ________________________Season assigned: __________________ 
 
 





































Day 4- Our Climate Final Draft (p. 3/4)  
Activity-1 (15 minutes) 















































Day 4- Our Climate Final Draft (p. 4/4)  
Activity-1 (15 minutes) 




































Day 4-Presentations Summary (1/8) 
Activity-2 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
Group 1 Climate Location: 
___________________________________________________________ 
How many seasons are there? What order are the seasons? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
How is the climate described? Is it coldàhot or hotàcold? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 














Day 4-Presentations Summary (2/8) 
Activity-2 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





Day 4-Presentations Summary (3/8) 
Activity-2 
 
Group 2 Climate Location: 
___________________________________________________________ 
How many seasons are there? What order are the seasons? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
How is the climate described? Is it coldàhot or hotàcold? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 














Day 4-Presentations Summary (4/8) 
Activity-2 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





Day 4-Presentations Summary (5/8) 
Activity-2 
(*Print Out for Students*) 
Group 3 Climate Location: 
___________________________________________________________ 
How many seasons are there? What order are the seasons? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
How is the climate described? Is it coldàhot or hotàcold? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 














Day 4-Presentations Summary (6/8) 
Activity-2 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





Day 4-Presentations Summary (7/8) 
Activity-2 
Group 4 Climate Location: 
___________________________________________________________ 
How many seasons are there? What order are the seasons? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
How is the climate described? Is it coldàhot or hotàcold? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 















Day 4-Presentations Summary (8/8) 
Activity-2 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 









What can you do during this season? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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